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1. Three inference tasks



3 inference tasks

task 1.  parameter estimation (e.g., ω)

task 2.  hypothesis testing

task 3.  make predictions (e.g., sites having ω > 1 )

model based inference



model:  
5% have ω > 1 

human 

cow 

rabbit 

rat 

opossum 

GTG CTG TCT CCT GCC GAC AAG ACC AAC GTC AAG GCC GCC TGG GGC AAG GTT GGC GCG CAC 

... ... ... G.C ... ... ... T.. ..T ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .GC A.. 

... ... ... ..C ..T ... ... ... ... A.. ... A.T ... ... .AA ... A.C ... AGC ... 

... ..C ... G.A .AT ... ..A ... ... A.. ... AA. TG. ... ..G ... A.. ..T .GC ..T 

... ..C ..G GA. ..T ... ... ..T C.. ..G ..A ... AT. ... ..T ... ..G ..A .GC ... 

                      

GCT GGC GAG TAT GGT GCG GAG GCC CTG GAG AGG ATG TTC CTG TCC TTC CCC ACC ACC AAG 

... ..A .CT ... ..C ..A ... ..T ... ... ... ... ... ... AG. ... ... ... ... ... 

.G. ... ... ... ..C ..C ... ... G.. ... ... ... ... T.. GG. ... ... ... ... ... 

.G. ..T ..A ... ..C .A. ... ... ..A C.. ... ... ... GCT G.. ... ... ... ... ... 

..C ..T .CC ..C .CA ..T ..A ..T ..T .CC ..A .CC ... ..C ... ... ... ..T ... ..A 

                     

ACC TAC TTC CCG CAC TTC GAC CTG AGC CAC GGC TCT GCC CAG GTT AAG GGC CAC GGC AAG 

... ... ... ..C ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..G ... ... ..C ... ... ... ... G.. 

... ... ... ..C ... ... ... T.C .C. ... ... ... .AG ... A.C ..A .C. ... ... ... 

... ... ... T.T ... A.T ..T G.A ... .C. ... ... ... ... ..C ... .CT ... ... ... 

..T ... ... ..C ... ... ... ... TC. .C. ... ..C ... ... A.C C.. ..T ..T ..T ... 

Bayes’ rule:
site 4, 12 & 13

structure:
sites are in contact
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Concept map for tasks 1-3…

1. Fit model to data à MLEs

2. Test hypotheses via Null 
and Alternative models 
for ω

3. Predict which sites have 
ω>1

4. Interpret results in known 
biological context



GOLD STANDARD

Combine
evolutionary 
computation

with 
experimental
investigation



Software: both PAML and HyPhy are great choices for model-based inference!

http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html

https://veg.github.io/hyphy-site/ http://www.datamonkey.org/



Objective:  To gain a deeper understanding of the basic 
principles of model-based inference in general.

We are NOT tyring to teach a particular software package.

Engauge with the concept questions.  It is more important to 
understand what you are doing (compared to knowing a 
particular software package).  

YOU must attempt to understand the relationship between 
your model and your data.  



2. Brief introduction to PAML



programs in the package…

baseml

basemlg

codeml

evolver

yn00
chi2

for nucleotide data (bases)

continuous-gamma for nucleotides

for amino acid & codons data

simulation, tree distances

dN and dS by YN00
chi square table

pamp

mcmctree

parsimony (Yang and Kumar 1996)

Bayes MCMC tree (Yang & Rannala 1997). SLOW



Running PAML programs

1. Sequence data file

2. Tree file

3. Control file (*.ctl)



1. sequence file (modified “PHYLIP” format)

4 20
sequence_1  TCATT CTATC TATCG TGATG
sequence_2  TCATT CTATC TATCG TGATG
sequence_3  TCATT CTATC TATCG TGATG
sequence_4  TCATT CTATC TATCG TGATG

4 20
sequence_1TCATTCTATCTATCGTGATG
sequence_2TCATTCTATCTATCGTGATG
sequence_3TCATTCTATCTATCGTGATG
sequence_4TCATTCTATCTATCGTGATG



2. tree file (“Newick” format)

(((1 , 2), 3), 4, 5) 

This is an unrooted tree (basal node is degree = 3)



Running PAML programs

1. Sequence data file

2. Tree file

3. Control file (*.ctl)



3. codeml.ctl (the infamous “control file”)

      seqfile = seqfile.txt   * sequence data filename 
     treefile = tree.txt      * tree structure file name 
      outfile = results.txt   * main result file name 
 
        noisy = 9      * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen 
      verbose = 1      * 1:detailed output 
      runmode = 0      * 0:user defined tree 
 
      seqtype = 1      * 1:codons 
    CodonFreq = 2      * 0:equal, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:F61 
 
        model = 0      * 0:one omega ratio for all branches 
 
      NSsites = 0      * 0:one omega ratio (M0 in Tables 2 and 4) 
                       * 1:neutral (M1 in Tables 2 and 4) 
                       * 2:selection (M2 in Tables 2 and 4) 
                       * 3:discrete (M3 in Tables 2 and 4) 
                       * 7:beta (M7 in Tables 2 and 4) 
                       * 8:beta&w; (M8 in Tables 2 and 4) 
 
        icode = 0      * 0:universal code 
 
    fix_kappa = 0      * 1:kappa fixed, 0:kappa to be estimated 
        kappa = 2      * initial or fixed kappa 
 
    fix_omega = 0      * 1:omega fixed, 0:omega to be estimated  
        omega = 5      * initial omega 
 
                       *set ncatG for models M3, M7, and M8!!! 
       *ncatG = 3      * # of site categories for M3 in Table 4 
       *ncatG = 10     * # of site categories for M7 and M8 in Table 4 

IMPORTANT NOTES:

1. Don’t use exercise .ctl files for 
real data analysis (they have 
been modified a little).

2. Don’t use your friends .ctl file 
for your analysis (even if he 
claims it’s set up correctly)



3. The PAML lab
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Maximum Likelihood Methods for Detecting
Adaptive Protein Evolution
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5.1 Introduction

Proteins evolve; the genes encoding them undergo mutation, and the evolu-
tionary fate of the new mutation is determined by random genetic drift as
well as purifying or positive (Darwinian) selection. The ability to analyze this
process was realized in the late 1970s when techniques to measure genetic
variation at the sequence level were developed. The arrival of molecular se-
quence data also intensified the debate concerning the relative importance of
neutral drift and positive selection to the process of molecular evolution [17].
Ever since, there has been considerable interest in documenting cases of mole-
cular adaptation. Despite a spectacular increase in the amount of available
nucleotide sequence data since the 1970s, the number of such well-established
cases is still relatively small [9, 38]. This is largely due to the difficulty in de-
veloping powerful statistical tests for adaptive molecular evolution. Although
several powerful tests for nonneutral evolution have been developed [33], sig-
nificant results under such tests do not necessarily indicate evolution by pos-
itive selection.

A powerful approach to detecting molecular evolution by positive selection
derives from comparison of the relative rates of synonymous and nonsynony-
mous substitutions [22]. Synonymous mutations do not change the amino
acid sequence; hence their substitution rate (dS) is neutral with respect to se-
lective pressure on the protein product of a gene. Nonsynonymous mutations
do change the amino acid sequence, so their substitution rate (dN ) is a func-
tion of selective pressure on the protein. The ratio of these rates (ω = dN/dS)
is a measure of selective pressure. For example, if nonsynonymous mutations
are deleterious, purifying selection will reduce their fixation rate and dN/dS

will be less than 1, whereas if nonsynonymous mutations are advantageous,
they will be fixed at a higher rate than synonymous mutations, and dN/dS

will be greater than 1. A dN/dS ratio equal to one is consistent with neutral
evolution.





Step-by-step protocols results “help-files”

. 

. 

. 

pairwise comparison, codon frequencies: Fcodon. 

2 (Sim) ... 1 (Mel) 

lnL = -786.354023 

  0.17748  2.24589 

t= 0.1775  S=    44.6  N=   555.4  dN/dS= 0.0010  dN= 0.0008  dS= 0.7866 

Exercise 1 help file: This file contains an annotated portion of the results output by 

codeml for a maximum likelihood analysis of a pair of sequences. The box contains the 

portion of the results file that is most relevant to completing exercise 1.  These lines of the 
output can be found at the end of the results file.  

This line indicates a 
pairwise comparison. 
“Sim” and “Mel” are the 
sequence labels provided 
in the sequence file. 1 and 
2 indicate the order of 
these sequences in that 
file. 

This line gives the log 
likelihood (ln L) of the pair 
of sequences  

This is the value of ω. 
In this case it was fixed = 
0.001 

This line gives the log 
likelihood (ln L) of the pair 
of sequences  



Let’s try something a little different in 2023…

• exercises 1-2 we will do together

• exercises 3-4 you will do on your own



Exercise 1:

ML estimation of the dN/dS (ω) “by hand” for GstD1



Parameters:  t  and  ω
Gene: acetylcholine α
receptor 

m
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lnL = -2399
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exercise 1:

exercise 1: 
you will work THIS “knob”



exercise 1:
seqfile = seqfile.txt * sequence data filename

outfile = results_0.001.txt   * main result file name [CHANGE THIS]

noisy = 9      * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen

verbose = 1      * 1:detailed output

runmode = -2     * -2:pairwise

seqtype = 1      * 1:codons

CodonFreq = 3      * 0:equal, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:F61

model = 0      *

NSsites = 0      * 

icode = 0      * 0:universal code

fix_kappa = 0      * 1:kappa fixed, 0:kappa to be estimated

kappa = 2      * initial or fixed kappa

fix_omega = 1 * 1:omega fixed, 0:omega to be estimated 

omega = 0.001 * 1st fixed omega value  [CHANGE THIS]

*NOTEs: alternate fixed omega values

*omega = 0.005  * 2nd fixed value 

*omega = 0.01   * 3rd fixed value

*omega = 0.05   * 4th fixed value

*omega = 0.10   * 5th fixed value

*omega = 0.20   * 6th fixed value

*omega = 0.40   * 7th fixed value

*omega = 0.80   * 8th fixed value

*omega = 1.60   * 9th fixed value

*omega = 2.00   * 10th fixed value



0.05 0.2

2.0

0.1

1.6

0.001

0.005

0.01 0.4

0.8

-795
-790
-785
-780
-775
-770
-765
-760
-755
-750

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

fixed value of ω

likelihood score

plot:  likelihood score vs. omega (log scale)

exercise 1:



exercise 1:
seqfile = seqfile.txt * sequence data filename

outfile = results_0.001.txt   * main result file name [CHANGE THIS]

noisy = 9      * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen

verbose = 1      * 1:detailed output

runmode = -2     * -2:pairwise

seqtype = 1      * 1:codons

CodonFreq = 3      * 0:equal, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:F61

model = 0      *

NSsites = 0      * 

icode = 0      * 0:universal code

fix_kappa = 0      * 1:kappa fixed, 0:kappa to be estimated

kappa = 2      * initial or fixed kappa

fix_omega = 1 * 1:omega fixed, 0:omega to be estimated 

omega = 0.001 * 1st fixed omega value  [CHANGE THIS]

*NOTEs: alternate fixed omega values

*omega = 0.005  * 2nd fixed value 

*omega = 0.01   * 3rd fixed value

*omega = 0.05   * 4th fixed value

*omega = 0.10   * 5th fixed value

*omega = 0.20   * 6th fixed value

*omega = 0.40   * 7th fixed value

*omega = 0.80   * 8th fixed value

*omega = 1.60   * 9th fixed value

*omega = 2.00   * 10th fixed value

When you are done…

set…
fix_omega = 0
omega = 10

… now codeml will estimate
the MLE for omega



exercise 1 concept questions:

1. How close was your “by-hand” estimate of the MLE compared 
to the one produced by the codeml optimization algorithm?

2. Does the area under your likelihood curve sum to 1.0?

3. Can you explain, in non-technical language, what the MLE 
represents and why you would want to estimate it?



Exercise 2:

Investigating the sensitivity of the dN/dS ratio to assumptions 
in the GstD1 gene



exercise 2:



Δ at codon position

1st 2nd 3rd

GY (F61) πCAA πACA πAAC
MG πc1 πc2 πc3

AAA → CAA

AAA → ACA

AAA → AAC

example: A → C

How to model frequencies?

Either way, 
these are 
empirically 
estimated.

exercise 2:



Target codon (nucleotide)

CAA ACA AAC NP

No bias 1/61 1/61 1/61 0

F3×4 (GY) 9

F61 (GY) πCAA πACA πAAC 60

πC
1π A

2π A
3 π A

1πC
2π A

3 π A
1π A

2πC
3

AAA → CAA

AAA → ACA

AAA → AAC

Example: A → C

NOTE: There are even more ways to model frequencies; but these are the only 
one we will deal with in this lab.

exercise 2:



seqfile = seqfile.txt * sequence data filename

outfile = results.txt * main result file name

noisy = 9      * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen

verbose = 1      * 1:detailed output

runmode = -2     * -2:pairwise

seqtype = 1      * 1:codons

CodonFreq = 0      * 0:equal, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:F61 [CHANGE THIS] 

model = 0      *

NSsites = 0      * 

icode = 0      * 0:universal code

fix_kappa = 1      * 1:kappa fixed, 0:kappa to be estimated [CHANGE THIS] 

kappa = 1      * fixed or initial value

fix_omega = 0 * 1:omega fixed, 0:omega to be estimated 

omega = 0.5 * initial omega value

exercise 2:



You will evaluate 6 sets of assumptions:

exercise 2:



Table E2: Estimation of dS and dN between Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans GstD1 genes 
Assumptions  k S N dS dN w ℓ 
         
 Fequal   +  k = 1  1.0 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 Fequal   +  k = estimated  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 F3´4      +  k = 1  1.0 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 F3´4      +  k = estimated  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 F61        +  k = 1  1.0 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 F61        +   k = estimated  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
         
 
 κ = transition/transversion rate ratio

S = number of synonymous sites

N = number of nonsynonymous sites
ω = dN/dS

ℓ = log likelihood score

Complete this table AND Interpret your findings

exercise 2:



exercise 2 concept questions:

1. What does the value of S represent?

2. Which model assumptions had the largest and smallest impact on S?  Can you 
use your knowledge of this dataset to explain your observations?

3. Can you explain how the estimates of S impacted the estimates of the 
intensity of natural selection pressure?

4. What model of codon frequencies would you choose for these data and why?



Short aside to help with the interpretation of S…



Why use dN and dS?
(Why not use raw counts?)

example of counts:
300 codon gene from a pair of species
5 synonymous differences
5 nonsynonymous differences

5/5 = 1

why don’t we conclude that rates are equal (i.e., 
neutral evolution)?



Genetic code

synonymous (S): no change to protein

non-synonymous (N): changes the amino acid 
composition of protein

all possible mutations à two types



Relative proportion of different types of mutations in hypothetical protein coding 
sequence.

Expected number of changes (proportion)

Type All 3 Positions 1st positions 2nd positions 3rd positions

Total mutations 549 (100) 183 (100) 183 (100) 183 (100)

Synonymous 134 (25) 8 (4) 0 (0) 126 (69)

Nonsyonymous 392 (71) 166 (91) 176 (96) 57 (27)

nonsense 23 (4) 9 (5) 7 (4) 7 (4)

Note that this is NOT a model-free exercise: for this to make sense, we assume a 
hypothetical model where all codons are used equally and that all types of point 
mutations are equally likely.

Note that by framing the counting of sites in this way we are using a “mutational 
opportunity” definition of the sites.  Thus, a synonymous or non-synonymous site is not
considered a physical entity! 

mutational opportunity vs. physical site



same example, but using dN and dS:

Synonymous sites (S) = 25.5%
S = 300 × 3 × 25.5% = 229.5

Nonsynonymous sites(N) = 74.5%
N = 300 × 3 × 74.5% = 670.5

So, dS = 5/229.5 = 0.0218
dN = 5/670.5 = 0.0075

dN/dS (ω) = 0.34, purifying selection !!!

Why do we use dN and dS ?



Now take another look at the table of codon counts for 

the GstD1 gene and think about the meaning of S…



RECALL…



Table 1.  Estimation of dS and dN between Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans GstD1 genes 
Asumptions  k S N dS dN w ℓ 
         
     Fequal, k = 1  1.0 152.9 447.1 0.0776 0.0213 0.274 -927.18 
     Fequal, k = estimated  1.88 165.8 434.2 0.0691 0.0221 0.320 -926.28 
     F3´4, k = 1  1.0 70.6 529.4 0.1605 0.0189 0.118 -844.51 
     F3´4, k = estimated  2.71 73.4 526.6 0.1526 0.0193 0.127 -842.21 
     F61, k = 1  1.0 40.5 559.5 0.3198 0.0201 0.063 -758.55 
     F61, k = estimated  2.53 45.2 554.8 0.3041 0.0204 0.067 -756.57 
         
 
 



exercise 2 concept questions:

1. Is the value of S meant to represent a count of physical sites or the concept of 
mutational opportunities?

2. Which model assumptions had the largest and smallest values of S?  Can you 
use your knowledge of this dataset to explain your observations?

3. What model of codon frequencies would you choose for these data and why?

4. The biological conclusions for GstD are sensitive to model assumptions; will 
all genes be this sensitive to the codon frequency model?  Why?

Work on these questions now…



Some more information on exploring the relationship between the 

model and your data…



Chapter 13

Looking for Darwin in Genomic Sequences: Validity
and Success Depends on the Relationship Between
Model and Data

Christopher T. Jones, Edward Susko, and Joseph P. Bielawski

Abstract

Codon substitution models (CSMs) are commonly used to infer the history of natural section for a set of
protein-coding sequences, often with the explicit goal of detecting the signature of positive Darwinian
selection. However, the validity and success of CSMs used in conjunction with the maximum likelihood
(ML) framework is sometimes challenged with claims that the approach might too often support false
conclusions. In this chapter, we use a case study approach to identify four legitimate statistical difficulties
associated with inference of evolutionary events using CSMs. These include: (1) model misspecification,
(2) low information content, (3) the confounding of processes, and (4) phenomenological load, or
PL. While past criticisms of CSMs can be connected to these issues, the historical critiques were often
misdirected, or overstated, because they failed to recognize that the success of any model-based approach
depends on the relationship between model and data. Here, we explore this relationship and provide a
candid assessment of the limitations of CSMs to extract historical information from extant sequences. To
aid in this assessment, we provide a brief overview of: (1) a more realistic way of thinking about the process
of codon evolution framed in terms of population genetic parameters, and (2) a novel presentation of the
ML statistical framework. We then divide the development of CSMs into two broad phases of scientific
activity and show that the latter phase is characterized by increases in model complexity that can sometimes
negatively impact inference of evolutionary mechanisms. Such problems are not yet widely appreciated by
the users of CSMs. These problems can be avoided by using a model that is appropriate for the data; but,
understanding the relationship between the data and a fitted model is a difficult task. We argue that the only
way to properly understand that relationship is to perform in silico experiments using a generating process
that can mimic the data as closely as possible. The mutation-selection modeling framework (MutSel) is
presented as the basis of such a generating process. We contend that if complex CSMs continue to be
developed for testing explicit mechanistic hypotheses, then additional analyses such as those described in
here (e.g., penalized LRTs and estimation of PL) will need to be applied alongside the more traditional
inferential methods.

Key words Codon substitution model, dN/dS, False positives, Maximum likelihood, Mechanistic
model, Model misspecification, Mutation-selection model, Parameter confounding, Phenomenologi-
cal load, Phenomenological model, Positive selection, Reliability, Statistical inference, Site-specific
fitness landscape

Maria Anisimova (ed.), Evolutionary Genomics: Statistical and Computational Methods, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1910,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-9074-0_13, © The Author(s) 2019
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specified using M0, the simplest CSM that assumes a common
substitution rate matrix Q for all sites and branches. This is nested
inside {PM1(θM1)jθM1 ∈ ΩM1}, where M1 is a hypothetical model
that is the same as M0 but for a few extra parameters. Likewise, M1
is nested in M2. The location of the site-pattern distribution for the
true generating process is represented by PPG. Its location is fixed
but unknown. It is therefore not possible to assess the distance
between it and any other distribution. Instead, comparisons are
made using the site-pattern distribution inferred under the
saturated model.

Whereas a CSM {PM(θM)jθM ∈ ΩM} can be thought of as a
family of multinomial distributions for the 61N possible site pat-
terns, the fitted saturated model PSðθ̂SÞ is the unique distribution
defined by the MLE θ̂S ¼ ðy1=n, . . . , ym=nÞ

T , where yi > 0 is the
observed frequency of the ith site pattern, m is the number of
unique site patterns, and n is the number of codon sites. In other

Fig. 2 The (61N $ 1)-dimensional simplex containing all possible site-pattern
distributions for an N-taxon alignment is depicted. The innermost ellipse repre-
sents the subspace {PM0(θM0)jθM0 ∈ ΩM0} that is the family of distributions that
can be specified using M0, the simplest of CSMs. This is nested in the family of
distributions that can be specified using M1 (blue ellipse), a hypothetical model
that has the same parameters as M0 plus some extra parameters. Similarly, M1
is nested in M2 (red ellipse). Whereas models are represented by subspaces
of distributions, the true generating process is represented by a single point
PGP, the location of which is unknown. The empirical site-pattern distribution

P Sðθ̂SÞ corresponds to the saturated model fitted to the alignment; with
large samples, P Sðθ̂SÞ % P GP. For any other model M, the member

PMðθ̂MÞ∈fPMðθMÞ j θM∈ΩMg most consistent with X is the one that mini-
mizes deviance, which is twice the difference between the maximum
log-likelihood of the data under the saturated model and the maximum
log-likelihood of the data under M

406 Christopher T. Jones et al.



Exercise 3:

Test hypotheses about molecular evolution of Ldh gene family 



Each one represents a 
different “branch model”

exercise 3:



Null model

exercise 3:



Episodic model

exercise 3:



Long-term shift: 1-clade model

exercise 3:



Long-term shift: 2-clade model 

exercise 3:



      seqfile = seqfile.txt   * sequence data filename 
     treefile = tree.H0.txt   * tree structure file name [CHANGE THIS] 
      outfile = results.txt   * main result file name 
 
        noisy = 9      * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen 
      verbose = 1      * 1:detailed output 
      runmode = 0      * 0:user defined tree 
 
      seqtype = 1      * 1:codons 
    CodonFreq = 2      * 0:equal, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:F61 
 
        model = 0      * 0:one omega ratio for all branches  [FOR MODEL H0] 
                       * 1:separate omega for each branch 
                       * 2:user specified dN/dS ratios for branches [FOR MODELS H1-H3] 
 
      NSsites = 0      *  
 
        icode = 0      * 0:universal code 
 
    fix_kappa = 0      * 1:kappa fixed, 0:kappa to be estimated 
        kappa = 2      * initial or fixed kappa 
 
    fix_omega = 0      * 1:omega fixed, 0:omega to be estimated  
        omega = 0.2    * initial omega 
 
 
*H0 in Table 3:  
*model = 0 
*(X02152Hom,U07178Sus,(M22585rab,((NM017025Rat,U13687Mus), 
*(((AF070995C,(X04752Mus,U07177Rat)),(U95378Sus,U13680Hom)),(X53828OG1, 
* U28410OG2)))));  
 
*H1 in Table 3:  
*model = 2 
*(X02152Hom,U07178Sus,(M22585rab,((NM017025Rat,U13687Mus),(((AF070995C, 
*(X04752Mus,U07177Rat)),(U95378Sus,U13680Hom))#1,(X53828OG1,U28410OG2)) 
* ))); 
 
*H2 in Table 3:  
*model = 2 
* (X02152Hom,U07178Sus,(M22585rab,((NM017025Rat,U13687Mus),(((AF070995C  
* #1,(X04752Mus #1,U07177Rat #1)#1)#1,(U95378Sus #1,U13680Hom #1) 
* #1)#1,(X53828OG1,U28410OG2))))); 
 
*H3 in Table 3:  
*model = 2 
* (X02152Hom,U07178Sus,(M22585rab,((NM017025Rat,U13687Mus),(((AF070995C  
* #1,(X04752Mus #1,U07177Rat #1)#1)#1,(U95378Sus #1,U13680Hom #1) 
* #1)#1,(X53828OG1 #2,U28410OG2 #2)#2)))); 

exercise 3:



Table E3: Parameter estimates under models of variable w ratios among lineages and LRTs of their 
fit to the Ldh-A and Ldh-C gene family. 
Models   wA0 wA1 wC1 wC0 ℓ LRT 
H0: wA0 = wA1 = wC1 = wC0  ? = wA.0 = wA.0 = wA.0 ? na 
H1: wA0 = wA1 = wC1 ¹ wC0  ? = wA.0 = wA.0 ? ? ? 
H2: wA0 = wA1 ¹ wC1 = wC0  ? = wA.0 ? = wC.1 ? ? 
H3: wA0 ¹ wA1 ¹ wC1 = wC0  ? ? ? = wC.1 ? ? 
The topology and branch specific w ratios are presented in Figure 5. 
H0 v H1: df = 1  
H0 v H2: df = 1 
H2 v H3: df = 1 

Complete this table AND Interpret your findings

exercise 3:

When you interpret your results, THINK about why the involved models are nested. 



exercise 3 concept questions:

1. Can you explain the biological interpretation of all 4 models (hypotheses) 
of Ldh gene-family evolution?

2. Can you explain how these models are nested.  Why is nesting a concern 
here?  Do you understand the df for the relevant LRTs?

3. What evolutionary scenario is the best explanation of Ldh gene-family 
evolution?

4. Is there evidence of positive selection during the history of Ldh evolution? 
Are there any scenarios in which Ldh could have evolved by positive 
selection that would be undetectable by these LRTs?



Exercise 4:

Testing for adaptive evolution in the nef gene of human HIV-2  
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1:  M0 vs. M3 test for variable 
selection pressure among sites 

2:  M1a vs. M2a tests for sites 
subject to positive selection 

3:  M7 vs. M8 tests for sites 
subject to positive selection LRT#

ω̂ = 0.55 ω̂ = 0.2 ω =1[ ]

ω̂ = 0.2 ω =1[ ] ω̂ = 3.5ω̂ = 0.01 ω̂ = 5.5ω̂ = 0.85

ω#ra/o##
(depends#on#parameters#p#and#q)##
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(depends#on#parameters#p#and#q)##

ω̂ >1

exercise 4:
Now recommend a 
restricted version of 
M8 for the 3rd LRT 
(instead of M7) 

df = 4 df = 2 df = 2



seqfile = seqfile.txt * sequence data filename

* treefile = treefile_M0.txt      * SET THIS for tree file with ML branch lengths under M0
* treefile = treefile_M1.txt      * SET THIS for tree file with ML branch lengths under M1
* treefile = treefile_M2.txt      * SET THIS for tree file with ML branch lengths under M2
* treefile = treefile_M3.txt      * SET THIS for tree file with ML branch lengths under M3
* treefile = treefile_M7.txt      * SET THIS for tree file with ML branch lengths under M7
* treefile = treefile_M8.txt      * SET THIS for tree file with ML branch lengths under M8

outfile = results.txt * main result file name
noisy = 9                     * lots of rubbish on the screen

verbose = 1                     * detailed output
runmode = 0                     * user defined tree
seqtype = 1                     * codons

CodonFreq = 2                     * F3X4 for codon ferquencies
model = 0                     * one omega ratio for all branches

* NSsites = 0                     * SET THIS for M0
* NSsites = 1                     * SET THIS for M1
* NSsites = 2                     * SET THIS for M2
* NSsites = 3                     * SET THIS for M3
* NSsites = 7                     * SET THIS for M7
* NSsites = 8                     * SET THIS for M8

icode = 0                     * universal code
fix_kappa = 1                     * kappa fixed
* kappa = 4.43491               * SET THIS to fix kappa at MLE under M0
* kappa = 4.39117               * SET THIS to fix kappa at MLE under M1
* kappa = 5.08964               * SET THIS to fix kappa at MLE under M2
* kappa = 4.89033               * SET THIS to fix kappa at MLE under M3
* kappa = 4.22750               * SET THIS to fix kappa at MLE under M7
* kappa = 4.87827               * SET THIS to fix kappa at MLE under M8

fix_omega = 0                     * omega to be estimated 
omega = 5                     * initial omega

* ncatG = 3                     * SET THIS for 3 site categories under M3         
* ncatG = 10                    * SET THIS for 10 of site categories under M7 and M8

fix_blength = 2                     * fixed branch lengths from tree file

These trees contain pre-
computed MLEs for branch 
lengths to speed the 
analyses.

You will want to estimate 
all the branch lengths via 
ML when you analyze your 
own data!

Be careful:  there is a lot to 
change in this codeml.ctl file 
for each model.

It is very easy to miss 
something, or make a mistake

The models will run quick, so 
it is also easy to check/fix any 
mistakes.



Table E4: Parameter estimates and likelihood scores under models of variable w ratios among 
sites for HIV-2 nef genes. 
Nested model pairs dN/dS b Parameter estimates c PSS d ℓ 
M0: one-ratio (1) a ? w = ? N.A. ? 
M3: discrete (5) ? p0, = ?, p1, = ?, (p2 = ?) 

w0 = ?, w1 = ?, w2 = ? 
? (?) ? 

     
M1a: neutral (2) ? p0 = ?, (p1 = ?) 

w0 = ?, (w1 = 1) 
N.A. ? 

M2a: selection (4) ? p0= ?, p1 = ?, (p2 = ?) 
w0 = ?, (w1 = 1), w2 = ? 

? (?) ? 

     
M7: beta (2) ? p = ?, q = ? N.A. ? 
M8: beta&w (4) ? p0 = ? (p1 = ?) 

p = ?, q = ?, w = ? 
? (?) ? 

a The number after the model code, in parentheses, is the number of free parameters in the w 
distribution. 
b This dN/dS  ratio is an average over all sites in the HIV-2 nef gene alignment. 
c Parameters in parentheses are not free parameters. 
d PSS is the number of positive selection sites (NEB).  The first number is the PSS with posterior 
probabilities > 50%.  The second number (in parentheses) is the PSS with posterior probabilities > 
95%. 

Complete this table AND Interpret your findingsexercise 4:



model:  
5% have ω > 1 

human 

cow 

rabbit 

rat 

opossum 

GTG CTG TCT CCT GCC GAC AAG ACC AAC GTC AAG GCC GCC TGG GGC AAG GTT GGC GCG CAC 

... ... ... G.C ... ... ... T.. ..T ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .GC A.. 

... ... ... ..C ..T ... ... ... ... A.. ... A.T ... ... .AA ... A.C ... AGC ... 

... ..C ... G.A .AT ... ..A ... ... A.. ... AA. TG. ... ..G ... A.. ..T .GC ..T 

... ..C ..G GA. ..T ... ... ..T C.. ..G ..A ... AT. ... ..T ... ..G ..A .GC ... 

                      

GCT GGC GAG TAT GGT GCG GAG GCC CTG GAG AGG ATG TTC CTG TCC TTC CCC ACC ACC AAG 

... ..A .CT ... ..C ..A ... ..T ... ... ... ... ... ... AG. ... ... ... ... ... 

.G. ... ... ... ..C ..C ... ... G.. ... ... ... ... T.. GG. ... ... ... ... ... 

.G. ..T ..A ... ..C .A. ... ... ..A C.. ... ... ... GCT G.. ... ... ... ... ... 

..C ..T .CC ..C .CA ..T ..A ..T ..T .CC ..A .CC ... ..C ... ... ... ..T ... ..A 

                     

ACC TAC TTC CCG CAC TTC GAC CTG AGC CAC GGC TCT GCC CAG GTT AAG GGC CAC GGC AAG 

... ... ... ..C ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..G ... ... ..C ... ... ... ... G.. 

... ... ... ..C ... ... ... T.C .C. ... ... ... .AG ... A.C ..A .C. ... ... ... 

... ... ... T.T ... A.T ..T G.A ... .C. ... ... ... ... ..C ... .CT ... ... ... 

..T ... ... ..C ... ... ... ... TC. .C. ... ..C ... ... A.C C.. ..T ..T ..T ... 

Bayes’ rule:
site 4, 12 & 13

structure:
sites are in contact

0
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0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

Concept map for tasks 1-3…

1. Fit model to data à MLEs

2. Test hypotheses via Null 
and alternative models 
for ω

3. Predict which sites have 
ω>1

4. Interpret results in known 
biological context



exercise 4:  use the “rst file” for model M3 to produce a plot like this for the nef gene 
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selection pressure among sites 

2:  M1a vs. M2a tests for sites 
subject to positive selection 
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exercise 4 concept questions:

Try to synthesize all your results and attempt a biological interpretation of the 
sort that you would want to publish within an actual research paper. The 
following two general questions should help get you going. I strongly encourage 
you to do this last step in collaboration with other workshop students; talk it 
through!

1. What biological conclusions are well-supported by these data?

2. What aspects of the results can you interpret according your prior biological 
knowledge of this, or similar, systems?


